Your Farmstead Buildings
Can Be of Simple Materials
By Lee Allen
The type homestead you have will determine the kind of
buildings you need or can get by with. They can range from
windbreaks to barns.
A suburban estate or rural acreage within organized communities requires that structures be somewhat conventional.
They will probably have to meet building codes, and the esthetic value may be important. Since the owner will have a source
of income, the cash cost may be a minor consideration.
On the other hand, homesteaders far removed from codes,
jobs, powerlines and neighbors will be primarily interested in
low cash outlay and the structure's utility. The remote homesteader has much more latitude in design, and often will use
different materials. In fact, the design depends on the choice of
materials at hand. The labor must be done by the homesteader
based on sound building principles, with the emphasis more
on permanence than beauty.
The financial situation of many homesteaders will be
somewhere between the two examples described. Most designs,
then, will be a blending of features to accomplish the most desirable compromise of low cost, convenience, function, permanence, and beauty.
In all cases the structure will be a capital asset, and its
effect on the overall value of the estate is important. Even
though the structures may be planned for your sole use, consider what value different designs will have on your property
value should you sell the property. In some cases the estate's
increased value may be enough reason for a construction project, since many homesteads have been created only to be sold
at a tidy profit.
Lee Allen is Research Agricultural Engineer, Alaska
Agriculíuraí Experiment Station, Palmer.
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The Building Site
For buildings to fulfill their purpose, they should be built
according to an overall plan. While generalities of good homestead design can be stated, (placing buildings conveniently
around the access and residence], differences in individual terrain make planning for each homestead a necessity.
First consideration in locating the buildings will be freedom from surface water drainage. Buildings should be situated
on high ground. When they must be located on slopes, drainage ditches can be provided so water doesn't enter the structures. Each animal shed should be located where water can't
accumulate, or a mound of some sort will have to be constructed.
In all cases drainage from the roof should run away from
the building. Your plan should place buildings away from
drainage channels.
Take care to see that contractors or other construction
people do not leave a depression around building foundations,
or that settling of fill does not result in low spots to collect
water adjacent to structures. You also will need to see that
future buildings do not block drainageways from your initial
ones.
Observe the direction of local winds when locating structures, especially in northern climates where drifting snow may
pose a threat to animal housing. Use natural windbreaks, and
consider plantings for this purpose. Don't let valuable land blow
away or your animals become sick or unproductive. If your
site is wooded, cut only those trees that need removal; but
don't allow excessive shade on your garden if you expect it to
be productive.
Many factors will influence the location and orientation of
your buildings. Winter sun shining into animal enclosures will
do much to keep them dry and aid the health and productivity
of the animals. Possible overflow from nearby streams that
may become frozen or flooded should be studied. Many streams
overflow in winter when ice restricts the flow in the main channel.
Neighbors or oldtimers in the area may be able to advise
you on quirks of nature that may affect the building sites you
pick.
Of course, your basic wants and needs will be paramount.
Estimate the size garden you need, and the kind and number
of animals you wish to care for. Consider every factor you can
in creating your homestead design within limitations imposed
by the terrain.
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Building Materials
Every building has two basic parts; the structural framework and the weather-protective material. Protection from
weather generally is provided by a weatherproof surface material and a separate insulating layer. Sometimes all the needed
properties are combined in a building material with structural
strength, weatherproofing and insulating value.
Depending on the purpose the structure is designed for,
and the climatic conditions, more or less of each building component will be combined to provide the degree of environmental
control needed. Properties of materials chosen and the design also determine how long the structure will last. For instance, adequate roof overhang to avoid wet walls can compensate for using a building material that deteriorates or rots
readily when wet.
Many conventional structures use a wood frame of poles
or studs to support the roof. Walls are covered with wood or
metal to cut down air exchange, and a non-structural insulating
material is attached to the frame to prevent excessive heat loss.
Add a waterproof material to the top of the structure to protect
against rain and snow.
Many refinements or adaptations are possible but basic
functions of the structural parts remain the same.
Often building materials can provide two or more required
properties. Logs or sod, for instance, have structural strength,
and can be cut to restrict air flow. They have good insulating
value in the thicknesses commonly used and provide resistance
to deterioration from moisture.
If a stout frame can be made, many materials will provide
windproofing and insulation, especially if an adequate roof
prevents major damage from moisture. Hay, straw or moss
can provide good weather protection and warmth.
Remember, the key to homestead living is to cut cash expenditures. You can do this if you use ingenuity in your own
designs and rely on materials gathered locally at little or no
cost.

Ventilation
A primary design feature in structures, especially for animal housing, is ventilation. Most animals withstand cold, but
not wet and drafty conditions. Animal hair gives good insulation
unless it's ruffled by air currents or gets wet. Ventilation removes moisture from animal structures.
Air enters the structure and is slightly warmed by the
animals' body heat. This warmed air is able to hold more
moisture in the form of water vapor than does cold air, so it
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absorbs the excess moisture in bedding and from the animals'
breath.
Replacing this warm moist air inside the structure by cool,
dry outside air provides the drying effect of ventilation. Design
of animal structures needs to provide for this essential air exchange. Besides its drying effect, ventilation provides fresh air
for breathing and air exchange to carry away undesirable odors
and air contaminants.
As the structure is made drier by ventilation, the inside
environment becomes a poorer place for the increase and spread
of disease germs or organisms that cause sickness in animals.
In enclosed buildings, holes or slots are left in the structure to
allow for air exchange.
For short periods when wind and temperature are severe,
the holes can be closed. Open up the building when the storm
is over so excessive moisture, odors and air contaminants don*t
build up.
Removing moisture from the structure by ventilation reduces a major threat to structures as well as to animals. Rot in
wood is caused by microorganisms which can grow in the wood
only when moisture is present. The rot stops when the wood
dries out, but becomes active if the wood gets wet again.
The most common protection against moisture and wood
decay is to place structures on concrete foundations above
sources of ground moisture. Another way is to use wood in
moist locations which has been treated with a material toxic
to growth of rot organisms. Most of these toxic materials resist
insects that burrow in wood as well. Many also deter attack by
rodents or larger animals.
With treated wood, cheaper designs can be used, since
considerable strength is gained by building around treated posts
planted in the ground. Buildings that might otherwise last only
4 or 5 years can last 30 to 50 if made with foundations of
treated wood.

Sources of Plans
If you want a conventional animal shelter, or storage for
crops or machinery, there are several good sources of plans.
State universities maintain plan services with plans suited to
the climate of that area.
Building supply stores not only sell lumber, but have plans
for structures. Plywood, lumber, and concrete trade associations will supply plans showing how to use their products
economically and safely.
Metal building manufacturers not only provide plans and
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materials, but can probably suggest a reliable contractor in
your area to erect the structure if you prefer.
Any farm magazine abounds in sources of commercial
agricultural buildings, so buildings large enough for commercial production will not be discussed here.
If you use native materials found on or near your homestead for little or no cost, then you likely will have to create
your own designs using the building principles discussed
earlier. You can save money by cutting trees to take to the
sawmill. Many small mills will saw your timber into rough
lumber on a shares basis, allowing you to use more conventional materials and readily available plans at reduced cost.
Don't disregard dry straw, grass or weeds as insulating
material. Wood shavings or sawdust are good sources of inexpensive insulation. Most of these materials have about half
the insulating value of commercially available insulations, so
you will need about twice the normal thickness.
Some materials that you can provide for yourself, like
ground sphagnum moss or coarsely ground peaty materials
have as good insulating value as commercially available fill-type
insulations. Common moss from ponds or lakes can be dried,
possibly ground up in a feed grinder, and then packed into your
walls to provide good insulation. When packing in pieces of
moss or other materials that are not ground up, take care that
no voids are left to create cold spots in the walls.
As a homesteader you most likely will shun credit and,
conversely, some suppliers of credit will shun your efforts to
obtain it. You then will have to live within your present means,
and the type buildings you elect to build will depend on your
present financial condition. Most homesteaders will want to
substitute labor for standard building materials as much as
possible.

Basic Sheds
The homesteader will experience a certain pride of ownership in a sound, permanent structure built with little cash outlay. Poles or logs are the most basic and easiest to use building
materials, if available. The simplest animal shelters can be
made from poles lying horizontally to form three walls, with
sod or straw around the structure for windproofing. Poles may
be used to form a slightly sloping shed roof v^^ith branches,
straw and earth on top to shed water.
For northern climates, enclose the shed with a fourth side
and a doorway opening. Generally the doorway can remain
open to a fenced run. For some anim^als hang a canvas or other
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wind protection over the doorway. Don't use a solid wood
door as your animals should have free choice of their shed or
runway area.
An improvement would be double pole walls so straw or
other fill insulation is better contained and protected. Another
variation to the basic structure would be to trim the logs so
they offer more resistance to air movement, as in log cabin
construction. You may be able to find scraps of conventional
building materials, like pieces of plywood. Don't hesitate
to collect these when available.
Wood can be saved by planting the poles of your structure
in the ground. Use a windproofing and insulating material to
fill the spaces between the posts supporting your roof. Wire
fencing can hold a pack of straw, hay or weeds.
If you have income or savings you intend to use in construction, consider buying polyethylene plastic in 4 or 6 mil
thickness. Roll roofing or corrugated sheet metal are fine to use
if you can afford them.
Polyethylene film is about the best multi-purpose material.
It is vapor proof, windproof, rot proof, and affected by sunshine only over a period of time. When protected from damage
by wind and sun it lasts almost indefinitely.

Slab Siding
Another excellent building material available in many areas
are slabs, the bark-covered outside portion of logs generally discarded when the interior part is cut up for lumber. Slabs make
excellent siding for a pole structure insulated with straw.
Many mills will edge the better slabs at low cost so they
are smooth on three sides and have bark only on the one
curved side. These three-sided slabs can be used for almost any
rough construction project with studs or light rafters. As siding
on your house or buildings they have the attractive appearance
of log construction. Unsided slabs often are used in roofs to
hold up the layer of straw insulation.
Slabs make excellent fencing materials as they offer wind
protection for your animals. Remember that slab fences will
catch drifting snow, so consider this in designing your pens.
If you can get slabs at a reasonable price, you will have a
good supply of a versatile building material and plenty of scraps
and odd pieces for kindling your fires.
Sod was the basic building material of grassland homesteaders of the past. Where supplies are available, sod is probably most suitable for stacking around structures for its insulating value. Sod roofs are surprisingly waterproof when built
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up over shingles of bireh bark that would otherwise blow away.
Modern sod roofs are best built over polyethylene film.
Stone construction will usually be beyond the energy
and talents of the average homesteader, although stone is one
of the most permanent building materials. Stonework requires
massive foundations, much time for collecting and preparing
materials, a good deal of skill, and purchase of cement for the
bonding mortar. It is unlikely that stone construction will be as
inexpensive as other types, but you may have to give it a try
if no other material is available.
Several magazines and catalogs advertise complete metal
buildings ready to erect on your lot. These are suited for the
subsurban handyman, but are impractical for the homesteader.
They are generally designed with the lightest materials possible to meet minimal snow and wind loads.
Experience has shown that a high percentage of these
small metal buildings become damaged from weather or use.
Doors are often flimsy and do not close properly after a while.
The buildings require a better foundation than usually provided, so this is an expense you may fail to consider when
ordering.
Sounder structures for homesteaders can be made by purchasing standard building materials—but no decrease in strength
or function occurs if your tool storage or other shed is made
from rough lumber or slabs.

Building Codes
Despite what many who become involved with them think,
building codes are not adopted to harass people trying to build.
Building permits and codes are to help you put up buildings
that are safe, and adequate for the intended purpose. They also
help assure the person who might someday buy your homestead (or you if you are presently buying) that the buildings
are indeed safe.
Generally the codes require electrical wiring that will not
cause fires, foundations adequate to support the structure, and
buildings far enough apart for fire safety. The permits assure
that a qualified representative of the granting authority has
an opportunity to check over your plan.
Some states maintain authority for water, sewer and other
permits. Generally the county exercises building authority outside city limits. Almost all towns have building codes and
require permits to build or remodel.
If your homestead is outside the jurisdiction of any building authority, permits are not required. But once you determine
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that codes apply and permits are needed, be careful to follow
the procedures outlined.
Probably there is little chance you can get out of following the codes, should they apply to the area where you build.
They will prevent you from putting up substandard or inferior
structures.
Some rural residents may want to erect a unique structure,
or use new materials or building techniques not accepted by
their local code. Then you need a variance from the chief
building inspector or other authority. Obtain the required permits in advance.

Insurance
Whether you need fire and liability insurance is a personal
matter. Some experts say every homeowner should have these
basic types of financial protection. Certainly if you have a
large investment in home and buildings, live near a town, and
can afford it, fire insurance seems a prudent purchase to most
people.
But fire insurance for remote homesteads should be investigated. Since policies have minimum insured values, it may
cost as much to insure a bare bones home as an expensive one.
Some areas cannot be covered by policies, so the company may
not be forced to pay even if your house burns.
When you are outside services of a fire district, the premiums will be much higher. It may also be impossible under
some policies to get back an equitable value for your labor
when you have built the home yourself, especially if you have
a unique design constructed with local materials. In any event,
make sure the insurance company will pay the dollar amount
you think it should in case your buildings burn.
Liability insurance should also be purchased based on
your perceived need and abihty to pay. Since this insurance
protects the other fellow from things that might be your fault
or from accidents he might experience on your property, your
individual financial situation will be a factor.
If you feel responsibility to pay for damages that the
courts may determine to be your fault, then you may want
liability insurance. If you have little equity to lose, and feel
that your neighbor and his children should look out for themselves while on your property, then you can probably do without insurance. Remember that in case of some accident to
another person, you could lose your property and buildings to
pay the cost of the damages.
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Advice and Help
Your state university has research experts on agricultural
and country living problems. At each university there are Extension specialists whose job is to keep informed on research
findings and the latest agricultural practices. They make information available to home agents and county Extension
agents whose prime purpose is to educate the public in order to
help them solve their problems.
This county Extension or home agent will be close and
easy to find, and can answer most questions you have. On special problems, the agents can enlist the help of state specialists
or the university research staff.
Through the Cooperative Extension Service, your state university maintains a plan service, where copies of all farm building plans considered appropriate for your state can be purchased for a few dollars. Many U.S. Department of Agriculture
and state bulletins can be obtained at no cost, so that you can
read up on a variety of subjects.
Banks and government lending agencies offer free counseling, especially if you apply for a loan. Libraries are prime
sources of all kinds of information, where you can read—at no
cost—copies of the latest how-to-do-it magazines.
Don't forget to talk to neighbors. They probably have more
information on local climate and other special conditions than
you could find elsewhere. And they may be willing to share
this with you.
When you get close to actually building a new structure,
sort through all these information materials and settle on a final
plan.
Remember that each plan is a compromise of features and
prices. Finalize, on paper or in your mind, just what you intend
to build before you start. Occasionally you may find a plan just
as you want it, but generally the plans of others can be improved for your purposes.
Plans and suggestions for individual structures that follow
may be just what you need, but more likely they will suggest
ways to combine your materials and talents into the plan just
right for you.

Building Barns
Barns are the classic buildings of rural America, for storing
crops and sheltering animals. However, a barn need not be of
the large size and classic shape most people visualize.
The barn must be sized to your needs and financial situation. You will have to decide which farm functions you want
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confined to the barn and which should have a separate
structure.
Use your barn for storage and animal pens. Generally more
than one kind of animal can be kept, if you have separate pens.
Use outside pens and crude shelters for pigs and goats while
keeping a few chickens and a cow in the barn. These outside
animals can be moved into the barn during storms.
You probably should have a separate feed storage room,
though small, to keep wild animals as well as your farm
animals out of your feed.
Confine chickens in a good pen or separate room. It can be
either wood or wire mesh. If predators like weasels or foxes are
in the area, your chicken pen needs to be tight enough to keep
them out at night. Use large windows in your chicken pen area
or a plastic covered wire mesh to admit sunlight.
Space required for chickens can be as little as 2 or 3 square
feet per bird, so that 16 to 25 chickens can be kept in a 6 X 8
foot enclosure. Their crowded situation is helped by an outside
run with access through a small door.
If you plan to have one cow, a second stall can serve for
hay storage. Until you get your workshop built, reserve space
for a work area out of the weather. Functions of your barn
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will change from time to time. As you move some activities
to their own separate building, you will make space in your
barn for other storage or activities.
Build your barn as large as you can afford, consistent with
getting the construction done within your limitations of time
and materials. It will be your largest, most expensive and most
time consuming project, after your home. Thus you will have to
consider whether you want to build your barn first or construct a pig pen, goat house, or tool storage at the outset.

Chicken Coop
Chickens need a well-lighted structure, as they are responsive to light conditions and day length. You may provide artificial light in a basement or windowless insulated structure, or
you can provide adequate window area for natural lighting. In
northern areas your egg production will be better in winter
if you provide a few hours of artificial light, but you can still
maintain some production without it.
Chickens also have the advantage that in summer they can
be turned out to '^scratch" for themselves. If left to run in your
garden, chickens may destroy small plants. Besides fencing a
poultry run where you can throw a great variety of weeds and
other food items, you may want to fence your chickens out of
the garden. Thus they can have free run to forage your woodlot and fields without doing damage.
Small flocks usually are housed on a floor (which can be
earth] covered with a litter of straw, rather than kept in cages
as for commercial production. Your chicken coop will then have
an area for roosts with a dropping pit beneath, and an area
along one wall w^ith built-in nests.
On your floor or suspended from the ceiling you need a
feeder for chicken mash and a feeder or box for grit. A waterer
or two completes the equipment. You can provide a "scratch"
feed of cracked corn, wheat or barley, simply by spreading it
on the floor. The chickens will dig in the litter and help keep it
stirred up and dry.
Poultry houses for small flocks are not usually heated in
winter, but you may want to consider supplemental heat for
severe climates. Be careful if you use a space heater, as contents
of poultry houses are flammable.
If you keep the concentration of adult chickens at about
2 1/2 square feet per bird in a well insulated house, the chickens
will generate enough heat to keep the house above freezing
in all but the worst weather. Build the small door to your
chicken run so it can be closed.
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You will be able to keep a few ducks or geese with your
chickens if you choose. These will nest on the floor.

Housing for Pigs
Housing for your pigs can be crude, but provide them a
dry place to sleep and protection from drafts. In severe
weather, pigs will burrow into their bedding until you can't
see them at all. Due to their compact shape they can stand
cold, but are not able to be^ir prolonged hot spells without
shade.
To get started you may want to purchase a weaner pig
and raise it in a small shed in a fenced pasture or enclosed
pig pen. Once you get used to raising your pig to butchering
weight of 200 pounds or more, you will know if you want to
keep a breeding sow and raise your own litters.
To overwinter the sow, you will want a windproof shed.
This is a chance to use imagination and ingenuity to construct
a sound building from materials at hand. A low structure 6X8
Insulated pig house
made of double wall
pole construction with
insulation of packed
straw, moss or weeds.
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feet with a door 4 feet high and 2 1/2 feet wide is adequate.
For milder dimates a tight shed that is uninsulated will do.

Goats, Pigeons, Rabbits
Goats can use the same simple housing as pigs, or a larger
barn shared with other animals. Your goat shelter should be
connected to a run or pasture with a high fence.
The ''proper*' way to house pigeons is to build a loft with
an attached enclosed flyway. By the time you have finished
the building, bought feeds and equipment, and paid for probably expensive breeding stock, you will decide that it will be
a long time eating squab to get back your investment.
But, if your structure is such that the pigeons can be turned
out to forage most of the year, you will have little feed cost
and can show a profit more quickly. Pigeons have traditionally
used barns or haylofts for shelter and soon learn if there are
any feedlots, grain elevators or other easy sources of feed
nearby.
With this approach, you can adapt almost any shed or
barn to house your birds. They require some nesting spaces and
horizontal shelves for walking and resting. Since they are
fliers, they will concentrate near the ceiling and need some
roosts or landing areas.
Pigeons tend to go back to the home where they were
raised. Thus you will want to have a place to keep your breeders so they won't leave. Once the young learn where home is,
you should have pigeons from then on.
Rabbits do nicely with minimum care in a shed or barn.
If you want them confined, you will probably need a floor in
your rabbit shed as they like to dig burrows and will eventually
get out. If they have straw or hay for bedding you only have
to put the buck in your rabbit pen occasionally, and keep,them
in feed and water, to have a batch of young rabbits about
ready to eat at any time.
Even less care will be required when you turn your rabbits
out in the spring, summer and fall. They will provide themselves shelter under buildings and anywhere else they can
hide. When fall comes and there is little green grass and garden
residue left, you can catch your breeding stock and confine
them to the rabbit shed. You catch them by feeding them a little
inside the shed.
Rabbits are prolific, so you will not have the expense of
keeping many breeders over the winter. When your shed is
warm and well bedded you may even get a litter or two in
winter to keep you in meat.
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Housing Horses
Horse barn plans are available through the university plan
service at most cooperative Extension Service offices. If your
state university does not handle plan materials of the Midwest
Plan Service, you can obtain their Horse Handbook #15 by
writing to the Midwest Plan Service, 122 Davidson Hall, Iowa
State University, Ames, Iowa 50011. The price is $2.
If you have adequate acreage, facilities for putting up hay,
some pasture land, and want to keep a horse at minimum cost,
then you will not need the complicated and expensive structures for keeping a horse on a small acreage. With free access
to a 10 X 12 open front shed that is well bedded, your horse
will do fine.
A barn with a 12 X 12 foot space for a box stall or a
5X9 space for a tie stall is also adequate horse housing. Under
these conditions be prepared to let your life revolve around the
horse, as it will take most of your spare time and cash for its
care.

Storage Sheds
Storage for tools, hay, machinery and equipment needs
only a roof, or roof and walls to prevent deterioration.
Storage for tools and small equipment usually needs a
windproof sidewall to prevent entry of dust, rain or blowing
snow. Prime needs are adequate shelves, hooks, pegs or compartments to hold the stored items.
Store grains, dry feed in bags, and other food items in
areas designed to keep out wild animals, mice and rats. Wood
buildings with a few cracks can be improved by nailing metal
from tin cans over cracks and holes. Or else use 35-gallon
garbage cans for feed containers, or construct mouse-proof
feed storage boxes.
In general storages bear in mind the importance of keeping
items dry, especially feedstuffs. If your soil is moist, build a
floor in your storage and allow air to circulate freely beneath
the floor. This air circulation will carry away moisture from
the ground before it can enter the storage area and cause
problems.
Further Reading:
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Building with Adobe and StabilizedEarth Blocks, Leaflet 535, on sale by Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash., D.C. 20402. 350.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Roofing Farm Buildings, Farmers
Bui. No. 2170, on sale by Superintendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 45<i.
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